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1. Introduction

Accurate road positioning in Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) is viewed as a key enabler
for dedicated services such as road/lane pricing, lane prioritisation for special vehicles (e.g., elec-
tric vehicles) and collision avoidance systems (1), and consequently is recognised as a key tech-
nology to enable autonomous driving (2; 3). In this context, Cooperative Positioning (CP) is a
very topical problem, viewed as a means of overcoming the drawbacks of traditional Global Nav-
igation Satellite Systems (GNSSs) for vehicular applications, including high dependency on at-
mospheric/environment conditions and multipath propagation, by taking advantage of Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITSs) to collect and fuse relevant contextual data from e.g. nearby vehicles
or Road-Side Units (RSUs) (4; 5).
Among the available CP techniques reported in the specialised literature, a common classi�cation

distinguishes between range-free and range-based CP systems (4). While the former realise the on-
road localisation relying on support from highly dedicated Ground-Based Augmentation Systems
(GBASs), such as Di�erential Global Positioning Systems (DGPS) and Assisted Global Positioning
Systems (A-GPS)(6), the latter rely on Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)
ranging systems to mitigate the consequences of the low quality of GNSS signals or the non-
availability of GBASs. Whichever of the above CP approaches is chosen, its level of accuracy
requires a dense deployment of dedicated infrastructure, either GBAS stations or RSUs.
The main contribution of this paper is to propose the use of stationary vehicles as an alternative

to the aforementioned dedicated infrastructure, to support CP methods. In particular, we provide:

• An assessment of the feasibility of such an idea in terms of real-world supporting
facts/numbers.
• A methodology to properly incorporate stationary vehicles into CP algorithms, based on a
node-selection strategy.
• A simulated experimental study based on real-world data to evaluate the positioning
accuracy of parked cars.
• A large-scale numerical evaluation and validation of the proposed strategy, in di�erent working
conditions (e.g., depending on the deployed underlying CP algorithm, ranging statistics, and
positioning accuracy of parked cars).
• A non-traditional application case involving waypoint tracking for unmanned vehicles.

We argue here that this simple idea o�ers great potential in helping to realise the vision of high
performance ITSs, in particular, in realising systems in which high precision vehicle localisation is
used to underpin a wide variety of location-based services. We make this claim for a number of
reasons. First, an average vehicle remains parked for long periods, during which it might collect
large sets of GNSS data from its static location to highly improve the accuracy of its position
estimation by e.g. using post-processing tools (7). Thus, parked cars might go from being unused
pieces of specialised/expensive hardware, to becoming a network of reliable reference points for
the localisation process of nearby vehicles. Second, in most cities, parked cars o�er a dense and
�exible network, with a wide geographical distribution; thus, they can be used as a cheap option to
augment (or even supplant) RSUs for applications requiring densely deployed infrastructure such
as positioning/routing of autonomous vehicles (2; 3). Moreover, also due to dense deployment, the
infrastructure is potentially robust, meaning that not all parked cars need to participate (a selection
algorithm can �lter out the optimal subset of participating vehicles), and some units can even fail
without a�ecting the network �delity (broken nodes can be rapidly overtaken by unselected ones).
Finally, as the vehicle �eet refreshes itself over short time-scales, replacement and maintenance of
infrastructure is considerably simpler than in the case of dedicated RSUs.
This simple idea also follows recent works that have recognised the ability of suitably equipped

stationary vehicles as general service delivery platforms (8; 9). Our purpose here is to show that
such a novel idea has the potential of greatly improving current CP systems, and in turn position-
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based control systems (e.g., waypoint tracking), without requiring any dedicated infrastructure,
and at the same time opening new markets for vehicle owners, cities and municipalities, as well
as car manufacturers to monetise vehicles in a non-traditional manner. Our vision imagines that
vehicle owners would make their vehicles available for such applications in exchange for monetary
compensation, or for access to privileged services and facilities such as parking spots.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we examine the related work concerning the

use of stationary vehicles in providing VANET-related services. In Section 3, the main problem
of interest, together with the main de�nitions and assumptions used in our work are given. In
Section 4, we provide a discussion about some supporting facts to assess the feasibility of the use of
stationary powered-on and powered-o� vehicles in ITS applications in general, and in CP tasks in
particular. Section 5 is devoted to describe how stationary vehicles can be embedded in existing CP
algorithms to improve the results. Experimental evaluations and a non-traditional application case
are presented in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and outlines current and future
lines of ongoing research in the same direction.

2. Related work: Stationary vehicles supporting the delivery of VANET-related
services

CP is a topic of high interest in many communities, with a large range of positioning techniques
reported in the specialised literature (4; 5; 10). In the particular case of VANETs, the improvements
in the performance of CP systems are generally analysed in terms of new developments on rang-
ing/rating techniques (5; 11; 12), sensing/communication technologies (5), localisation algorithms
(13; 14), and properties of the measurement noise (15). However, there is a less-explored alternative
for the same purpose: the enhancement of contextual conditions for deploying CP systems, which
has a direct impact on the accuracy provided by the CP algorithms. The above is supported in
the basic premise that if more/better sources of contextual information are available, then more
elaborated results (i.e. position estimations) can be obtained.
In this vein, stationary vehicles (those with time-invariant position) have recently received special

attention as pivotal elements to enlarge the sources of reliable contextual data, such as the avail-
ability of nearby free parking spaces or the detection of a special �passing-by� device (8), and to
support the provision of dedicated services such as content downloading and distribution (16; 17),
improvement of multi-channel operations (18; 19), mitigation of signal attenuation in ITS appli-
cations (20), and their potentiality as RSUs (21; 22), all of this thanks to the advent of modern
ITS technologies allowing Vehicle-to-Vehicle/Infrastructure (V2X) communication and cooperative
awareness.
As can be noticed, the use of parked vehicles for CP applications is still an unexplored �eld of

research, and the objective of this paper is to provide a preliminary assessment of its potential.

3. Problem de�nition and assumptions

3.1 Problem de�nition

The objective of a localisation process is to obtain an accurate estimation of the absolute position
of a vehicle (e.g., in terms of its latitude and longitude coordinates). In a CP process, we shall
denote by blind vehicles the vehicles whose position is not known, by target vehicle a speci�c blind
vehicle that becomes interested in knowing its position, and by neighbouring vehicles some vehicles
that are within the communication range (i.e. data exchange area) of the target vehicle. Typically
in a CP process, neighbouring vehicles will support the target vehicle in estimating its position
in an accurate and quick manner. In addition, we shall denote by stationary vehicle a vehicle
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that remains static longer than two consecutive sampling instants (2 seconds in our simulated
experiments). Accordingly, stationary vehicles can remain static for a few seconds or minutes in
the case of powered-on stationary vehicles, such as those that may be stopped at tra�c-light or in
bottlenecks, or for hours, as in the case of powered-o� stationary vehicles, such as parked cars.

3.2 Data and general assumptions

3.2.1 Parked vehicles' information for experimental evaluation

We use publicly available data to harvest the density of parked vehicles in typical urban scenarios.
For this, Earth/street views from Google Maps are used to manually identify parked vehicles, of
which their relative positions were mapped to the coordinate system of the simulation environment
to generate a benchmark of simulated parked vehicles.

Remark 1: Latitude-longitude coordinates from Google Maps were never used in our simu-
lated experiments as these are typically unreliable; instead, we used image processing, scaling,
rotations and translations to map the relative positions of identi�ed parked cars into the simulation
environment.

3.2.2 Assumptions and facts concerning vehicles

In our simulated experiments, each vehicle is assumed to have:

• a GPS logger, to measure and register detailed GPS information, including latitude-longitude
coordinates and the associated Horizontal Dilution-Of-Precision (HDOP) information;
• a V2V communication system, to perform V2V ranging and exchange relevant vehicle's in-
formation including speed and state of the vehicle (powered-on, powered-o�), among others;
• an on-board unit (OBU), to store and process the collected data.

Concerning GPS signals, simulated positioning error is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian
variable with standard deviation (S.D.) σGPS = 6m, consistent with 90% of the positioning er-
rors less than 10 m. Some of our simulations are supported in real-world GPS measurements, for
which we use two di�erent kinds of GPS receivers: the smartphone Samsung Galaxy SIII mini with
the GPSLogger1 app, and the travel recorder Qstarz BT-Q1000TX, hereafter referred as SIII and
Q1000TX, respectively.
Concerning the V2V communication system, we assume that the communication range is of 15

m, corresponding to Class-A Data Short-Range Communication (DSRC) devices (23), where the
ranging error is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian variable with S.D. σR ∈ {0.2m, 4m}, consis-
tent with the values used in (24; 25), where σR = 0.2m corresponds to Ultra-Wide Band (UWB)
based ranging and σR = 4m corresponds to Radio Signal Strength (RSS) based ranging. Note
that we do not emulate the V2V process itself; rather, communications errors arising from the
transmission process and protocol design are dealt with in a lumped manner using noise parameters.

Remark 2: Accuracy levels of less than 3.5 m have been reported for high-quality GPS receivers
at a given surveyed benchmark (26). Our choice of σGPS = 6m follows experimental results using
commercial receivers in real-world settings (27).

Remark 3: In this study we do not explicitly consider multipath e�ects and possible shadowing
consequences in the context of V2V ranging, as we assume a direct Line-Of-Sight (LOS) between
the target vehicle and its neighbours as a consequence of the used communication range (i.e. 15

1https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mendhak.gpslogger
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m). Under this assumption, such e�ects are mitigated (25; 28). Accordingly, in the remainder of the
paper we shall only consider Class-A DSRC devices- the underlying assumption being direct LOS.

4. Feasibility of the idea of using stationary vehicles for CP purposes

We now give some real-world facts and numbers to support the feasibility and further assess the
potential of using stationary vehicles for CP applications.

1) Battery issues: Currently, two types of stationary vehicles can be distinguished as active
sources/pivots of contextual information: (i) powered-on vehicles, such as vehicles temporarily
stopped in a queue (e.g., (19)); and (ii) powered-o� vehicles, such as parked vehicles (e.g.,
(20)). While the usage of powered-on stationary vehicles does not pose any particular technical
requirement in the provision of new services, an obvious concern associated with parked cars (as
the main class of powered-on stationary vehicles) is battery discharge. This concern is investigated
in (29), where the authors present a study about the impact of the communication system and
data processing unit on the level of charge of a parked car's battery; the main conclusion is that
the power demanded from the analysed on-board components is not particularly signi�cant: given
a fully charged battery, services can be provided for up to few days before a critical point of the
charge level is reached. In fact, the main technical challenge is keeping the on-board communication
systems switched on when the vehicle is powered o�. In particular, by accessing a maximum of 10%
of the charge of a 480 Wh car's battery, it has been recently demonstrated that a 1W on-board
unit can be constantly powered for up to 2 days (20).

2) Availability of stationary powered-on vehicles: The average time spent in stop/idle
mode between two consecutive intersections in urban scenarios can reach up to 50% of the whole
time spent along the arterial road (30). Idle times become even larger at pm rush hours as people
drive in a more relaxed way since they feel that they do not have strong time constraints in
returning home, which causes longer queues at signalised/controlled intersections (31).

Accordingly, a large number of vehicles stuck in such queues may possibly be used with high
priority for positioning applications. To experimentally support this, we estimate the portion of
the area covered by vehicles stuck in heavy tra�c in Dublin's City Centre, Ireland (Fig. 1) with
respect to the overall analysed network, using AA Roadwatch as data source (a service o�ered
by AA Ireland2). Data were collected between 16th-23rd June, 2014 at lunchtime/evening rush
hours (1 pm and 7:30 pm, respectively). The analysis of the collected data is reported in Table
1, from which it is possible to conclude that (in the context of this small survey) an average
of 22.64% and 15.71% of the main streets in Dublin's City Centre are occupied by stationary
powered-on vehicles at the rush hours of working days. Even though numbers decrease at the week-
ends (14.36% at lunchtime and 13.03% in the evening), they still represent a signi�cant coverage
of the total network analysed, specially around intersections (as shown with black curves in Fig. 1.b).

Table 1. Sample of congested tra�c over total tra�c at di�erent rush hours for the main streets in Dublin's City Center.

Rush hour MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN
Lunchtime 18.39% 17.68% 25.03% 23.49% 28.63% 14.95% 13.77%
Evening 13.07% 16.17% 14.58% 20.67% 14.07% 9.72% 16.33%

3) Availability of stationary powered-o� vehicles: A car is typically parked on average
up to 23 hours a day (32; 33), and usually outdoor (16; 20). For example, in a recent study of

2http://www.theaa.ie/AA/AA-Roadwatch.aspx
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(a) Selected area. (b) Example of tra�c data.

Figure 1. Roads in Dublin's City Centre monitored at lunchtime and evening rush hours. Color convention for monitored
roads: black sections, occupied by stationary powered-one vehicles; yellow sections: free tra�c.

.

61,000 daily parking events in Montreal City (34), 69.2% of all parked cars were parked on-street
and 27.1% were parked in outside parking lots, while only 3.7% were parked in interior parking
facilities, with an average duration of on-street parking of 6.64 hours. Further, current predictions
concerning regulated parking spaces claim that the average portion of on-street parking spaces, as
a percentage of the overall total number of parking spaces, will be 30.17% (with up to 56.22% for
Italy and 43.30% in Spain) (35).

(a) Roads (blue) and parked cars (black). (b) Covered areas using a Class-A DSRC devices.

Figure 2. Maynooth, Co. Kildare, Dublin. A total of 4541 vehicles were identi�ed as parked vehicles using satellite imagery
from Google Maps. Color convention for levels of coverage: yellow, covered by 1 parked vehicle; orange, covered by 2 parked
vehicles; red, covered by 3 or more parked vehicles.

Thus, parked cars can be thought of as an unused dense network of dedicated sensors with
no strong power/collection constraints, and whose position can eventually be known with high
accuracy to help CP problem for ITS systems, acting like a �exible network of RSUs. To experi-
mentally support this, we estimate the portion of the area for vehicular transit that can be covered
by parked cars in function of a realistic geographical distribution and a communication zone of 15
m (DSRC devices class A). For this, we analyse the urban area of Maynooth, Co. Kildare, Ireland,
with parked cars identi�ed following Section 3.2.1 (Fig. 2.a). The resulting area coverage is shown
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in Fig. 2.b, equivalent to 27.78% covered by 1 parked vehicle, 11.98% covered by 2 parked vehicles,
14.81% covered by 3 or more parked vehicle, with 45.43% of uncovered area. Thus, 54.57% of
the area for vehicular transit can be covered at least by one car using Class-A DSRC devices,
which can be seen as the lower bound of coverage with respect to other classes of DSRC devices (23).

Finally, note that the total area coverage becomes greater once parked vehicles and station-
ary powered-on vehicles are simultaneously considered: stationary powered-on vehicles mainly con-
tribute with coverage around intersections, while on-street parked vehicles are usually densely dis-
tributed along the roads.

5. Methodology

As we have already mentioned in Section 2, our objective is not to develop a novel CP algorithm,
but to show how stationary vehicles can be embedded in existing CP algorithms to improve their
e�ciency and their accuracy. For convenience, we now brie�y recall two popular CP algorithms,
and explain how to proceed to include stationary vehicles in the CP process.

5.1 Range-based CP algorithms

Among the variety of range-based CP algorithms reported in the literature (e.g., (4; 5; 11)), we
evaluate the performance of two CP algorithms as reference exemplars. The �rst CP algorithm
chosen is a decentralised estimation algorithm based on Guaranteed Convergence Particle Swarm
Optimiser (GCPSO) (36), using inter-vehicle distance measurements to minimise the cost function

f (x̂i,t) =
∑
∀j∈S
‖dij,t − ‖x̂i,t − xj,t‖‖2 + ‖x̂i,t − Tsvi,t−1‖2 ,

where i is the index of the target vehicle, x̂i,t is the estimate of the real (unavailable) 2D position
xi of target vehicle at time step t, S is the set of neighbours of the target vehicle, xj is the available
2D position of neighbouring vehicle j shared to the target vehicle, vi is the 2D speed of the target
vehicle, Ts is the updating time, and dij is the measured distance between the target vehicle and the
neighbour j. Thus, this is a distributed, range-based CP algorithm based on a heuristic optimiser.
The second CP algorithm chosen is a simplistic version of the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)

(24) which fuses inter-vehicle distance measurements and vehicle kinematics (speed information),
to obtain a sequential Bayesian estimation of a target vehicle's position. Thus, this is a distributed,
range-based, Bayesian CP algorithm. For a detailed description of this algorithm please refer to
(24).
Finally, as in 2D position estimation a minimum of 3 inter-vehicle distances are required for a

target vehicle to narrow down its possible location (4), we set this number as the upper bound of
allowed participating neighbours in the CP process of a target vehicle merely for practical reasons
(a real-world implementation can include as many neighbours as desired), where the �best� subset of
3 neighbours is chosen through the selection strategy described below. Ultimately, if no neighbours
are available, position estimations are obtained using dead reckoning from speed measurements
fused with GPS data via Kalman �ltering (see Sections 3.2.2 and 6 for the noise properties to use).

5.2 Node-selection strategy to enhance CP algorithms

A smart selection of the neighbouring nodes for CP can speed up the localisation procedure, mitigate
energy requirements and, consequently, reduce battery consumption; an example of this is presented
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in (37), where an optimal subset of anchor nodes is chosen based on their geometric dilution-of-
precision. We now show how stationary vehicles can be conveniently included in the CP algorithm;
for this purpose, we adopt a simple deterministic selection strategy based on priorities of neighbours
(broadcasted through their V2V communication systems), according to the following reasoning.
A target vehicle may have access to 2 types of neighbours for CP purposes: stationary and moving

vehicles. Generally speaking, the position information is more accurate for the former than for the
latter, which is simply motivated by the more dynamic nature of moving vehicles. From this, we
propose to rank the participating vehicles as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Priorities for participating vehicles in the CP process of blind cars (P1 is the highest priority).

Priority Main condition Extra condition

P1 Parked car. Estimated location with acceptable level of dispersion.
P2 Powered-on stationary car. At least 3 neighbours with priority in {P1,P2}.
P3 Moving car. At least 3 neighbours with priority in {P1,P2}.
P4 Any other case. Any other case.

The main reason for giving a higher priority to parked cars resides mainly in their expected period
of stationarity (up to hours), that generally corresponds to a more accurate knowledge of their own
position. Additionally to the accuracy of the localisation procedure, another important parameter
is the level of dispersion of the estimated position of a parked car, which we shall compute as

ε (t) =

√
Slat (t)

2 + Slon (t)
2, (1)

where Slat (t) and Slon (t) are the sample S.D. (in meters) of the vectors of latitude-longitude esti-
mates in a given period [t− τ, t], t > τ , respectively. Thus, ε provides an indication of how dispersed
the position estimates are with respect to the sample mean in the same period; in particular, note
that about 95% of such estimates lie within a range of at most 2ε meters. In the following, we shall
take εmax = 0.5 as an upper bound of ε to presume that the positioning process has converged to a
steady-state value, as ε smaller than 0.5 corresponds to a variation smaller than 1 m (on average)
in [t− τ, t]. Finally, the selection strategy consists in choosing the 3 neighbours with the highest
priorities; given the availability of neighbours with equal priority, we then choose the closest to the
target car. Ultimately, if fewer than 3 are available, we then choose the highest available number.

5.3 Localisation of parked vehicles

We estimate the position of parked cars using averaged GPS data (equivalent to basic Kalman
Filtering) which is more accurate than using instantaneous measurements, enhanced by CP with
averaged ranging data from other parked cars, if available. In particular, we shall average a collection
{(lati, loni,HDOPi)}i=1,...,N of N GPS measurements using: i) Standard Average (SAVG) of the

GPS measurements with HDOPi ≤ 5, and ii) Weighted Average (WAVG) of all GPS measurements,
with weighting factors λi given by the Mean Inverse Square of the HDOPs, calculated as

λi =

1
HDOP 2

i∑N
j=1

1
HDOP 2

j

.

5.4 General procedure to localise blind vehicles

Finally, we adopt the following iterative procedure to localise blind vehicles:
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(1) Detect available neighbours and collect the relevant information from them.
(2) Estimate the location of the target vehicle:

• if target vehicle is not parked: use a positioning algorithm (e.g. from Section 5.1) com-
bined with the node-selection strategy in Section 5.2.
• if target vehicle is parked: use the localisation approach in Section 5.3.

(3) Update the parameters of the target vehicle: priority (according to Table 2), and level of
dispersion (according to Eq. (1)) if parked.

6. Performance evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach we use simulated experiments, some of which
are supported by real-world GPS data. In addition, we use the following parameter settings:

• general setup:

◦ updating time Ts for the localisation algorithms in simulated experiments: 1s.

• parameters for the GCPSO algorithm given in (36):
◦ 4 particles, 50 iterations, sc = 15, fc = 5, ρ = 1, c1,2 = 2, linearly decreasing inertia
weight from 0.9 to 0.2, minimum �tness value for stopping criteria = 0, initial swarm: 2
particles at best neighbour's position and 2 particles at Ts ∗ vi,t−1;

• parameters for the EKF algorithm given in (24):
◦ Qk−1 = σ2QI, Rk = σ2RI, Γk−1 = σ2ΓI, with I the identity matrix with appropriate
dimensions, and with σΓ = 0.5, σQ = 2 and σR as in Section 3.

6.1 Levels of accuracy for the localisation of parked vehicles

This subsection is devoted to evaluate the potential accuracy of the position estimations for parked
vehicles, through the use of �eld data merged with simulated ranging values, within a simulation en-
vironment built in Matlab. For this, we use real-world GPS data collected from three parking spots in
UCD Campus, Bel�eld, Dublin, Ireland, where some relevant surrounding obstructions are present
(buildings and trees). As no geodetic marks were available for those three locations, WAVG of GPS
measurements from the Q1000XT during 3 hours, with corrections from the real inter-vehicle dis-
tances (measured by hand), were used to estimate the ground truth references, obtaining: Location
1, (53.307144,−6.217872); Location 2, (53.307206,−6.217827); Location 3, (53.307111,−6.217686).
In the numerical evaluation, we applied the positioning approaches in Section 5.3 with the

GCPSO-based CP algorithm from Section 5.1, σR = 0.2m for the simulated V2V ranging, and
real-world GPS data collected every 10 seconds for 90 minutes through a SIII GPS receiver at each
location. The results of the experiment are presented in Fig. 3.
Recall the positioning errors shown in Fig. 3 are with respect to the estimated ground truth

references, and thus this experiment basically provides the evolution of the position estimation using
�cheap� GPS receivers (i.e. those from the phones) with respect to the best position obtained from
a dedicated GPS receiver (the Q1000TX) and post-processing tools. Two important conclusions can
be drawn from this experiment. First, results show a convergence of the average absolute positioning
error below 3 m in just a period of 24 min, with slightly better performance for the WAVG-based
CP approach, and below 1.47 m in a period of 90 min, this last relevant enough with respect to the
average dimensions of a mid-size sedan (about 2 m wide and 4.5 m long). And second, we can see
that both SAVG-based and WAVG-based position estimations can be considered reliable enough
(in terms of the chosen εmax = 0.5 and τ = 30min) from t = 52min for location 1, from t = 61min
for location 2, and from t = 54min for location 3, and thus the analysed parked cars can obtain
priority P1 after the corresponding times. Note that the longest of these times represent only a
15.3% of the average on-street parking time reported in (34), which supports our assumption that
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Figure 3. Results of two localisation approaches using real-world GPS data from 3 locations in UCD Campus: absolute
positioning error e (t), and level of dispersion of the estimations ε (t) (Eq. 1) with τ = 30min. Initial values of e (t) are caused
by cold/normal start of the GPS receivers.

parked cars do not have strong time constraints (on average) for achieving accurate localisation.
In addition, by replacing SAVG/WAVG with a more elaborated autonomous estimation method as
the one reported in (38), all the above numbers can be greatly improved, although by sacri�cing
the low computational complexity of the averaging methods.
Accordingly, in the following simulations we shall use the outcomes of this experiment to set the

statistical parameters of the positioning error of parked cars. In particular, we will assume that
such a positioning error can be modeled as a normal random variable N (0, σP ) with σP = 2m, this
corresponding to about a 70% of the parked cars localised with an accuracy of less than 2 m.

6.2 Localisation of blind vehicles in a large-scale scenario

We now evaluate our proposed CP approach using a simulation environment built with the
SUMO3 simulator, a free and open tra�c simulation suit commonly used in the ITS community,
and using digital maps imported from OpenStreetMap4, a community-driven digital map provider.
In addition, Python scripts are used to online interact with SUMO simulations (e.g., to perform
the localisation process of blind vehicles).
The investigated large-scale scenario consists of the road network of main secondary and tertiary

roads from Maynooth Town, Ireland, and 605 parked cars located in a proximity of 15 m to the
selected roads (identi�ed according to Section 3.2.1), as shown in Fig. 4. In addition, we evaluate
two scenarios for the localisation error for parked cars: the ideal case, i.e. where the position of
parked vehicles is assumed to be known exactly, and the more realistic case where we simulate
the uncertainty about the exact position of the parked vehicles by corrupting their actual position
with some noise. Thus, we assume that all the parked vehicles are immediately available from the
beginning of the simulated experiments with priority P1, and with positioning errors in N (0, σP )
and σP ∈ {0m, 2m}. Note that as discussed in Section 6.1, this corresponds to investigating the
accuracy of the CP algorithms under the assumption that the position of parked vehicles is known

3www.dlr.de/ts/sumo/en/
4www.OpenStreetMap.org
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perfectly (σP = 0), or taking into account possible localisation errors of the GPS devices.

Figure 4. Large-scale localisation test: street circuit (blue), and 605 selected parked cars (black).

Our simulated experiments are constructed as follows: we assume that 200 vehicles are in the
road network at the beginning of the simulation, and then new vehicles enter the network at a rate
of one every 4 s. Routes for the participating cars are randomly chosen, but recorded to be used in
the repetitions of the simulated experiments with a di�erent combination of the experimental set-
up, in terms of the accuracy of the localisation of parked cars (i.e. σP ∈ {0m, 2m}), the accuracy of
the communication system (i.e. σR ∈ {0.2m, 4m} where we remind that σR = 0.2 implies the use of
UWB-based ranging techniques, while less accurate results are obtained when RSS-based ranging
techniques are used instead, i.e., σR = 4) and the use of an underlying di�erent CP algorithm (i.e.,
GCPSO and EKF). Finally, each experiment is repeated 10 times, to average out the stochastic
e�ects.
From the simulated experiments, 245 of the overall 257 cars in the network encountered at least

1 parked car along their routes. Average values of the Mean Absolute positioning Error (MAE)
for the entire set of cars are shown in Fig. 5, from which a reduction of the MAE is evident when
the proposed approach is used. In particular, it is important to note that similar improvements
are obtained in all 8 cases, i.e., whatever is the speci�c CP algorithm employed, whatever is the
communication technology, and independently on whether the position of parked vehicles is assumed
to be known exactly or not. Such a result con�rms that the use of stationary vehicles does actually
improve the accuracy of traditional cooperative positioning systems, independently from the speci�c
underlying software (i.e., algorithm) or hardware (i.e., employed devices) used by the traditional
method. A more detailed analysis is provided in Fig. 6. Here, the improvement of the localisation
accuracy is shown together with the number of parked vehicles encountered during its trajectory.
From this �gure, it is possible to appreciate that in all the 8 analysed cases, the biggest improvements
are obtained when more parked vehicles are encountered, while obviously there are no (or negligible)
improvements when a vehicle does not encounter parked vehicles along its route (or only meets a
few of them).
While �gures 5 and 6 show that in general the information provided by the parked vehicles

improves the localisation accuracy in general, still, as one might largely expect, it is possible to
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Figure 5. Numerical results for the large-scale localisation test: Average value of the MAEs for the set of 257 target cars. A
reduction of the MAEs is observed for all the subplots when using the proposed CP approach.
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Figure 6. Numerical results for the large-scale localisation test: Improvements of the MAEs (Proposed approach over Tradi-
tional approach) versus the number of parked cars experimented per km by di�erent target cars. Each sample corresponds to
a target car experimenting at least 1 parked car and with positive MAE improvement. [Total number of target cars: 257, of
which only 245 experimented at least 1 parked car.]

note that the largest improvements can be achieved when the position of parked vehicles is known
perfectly (rather than with some localisation error) and when a UWB-based communication system
is adopted. Finally, Fig. 7 compares all the estimated trajectories (i.e., within the Monte Carlo
ensemble) with the actual trajectory for a speci�c vehicle. From this �gure it is possible to appreciate
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that the estimate is very accurate when more parked vehicles are encountered, in the middle of the
trajectory, rather than at the beginning and at the end of the trajectory when fewer or none vehicles
are parked.
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Figure 7. Numerical results for the large-scale localisation test: example of performance improvement in the positioning
estimation process of a target car when using the proposed approach. [Set-up used: GCPSO, σP = 0m and σR = 0.2m].

6.3 Application case: mobility of unmanned vehicles

Now we evaluate an application case beyond the context of traditional vehicular mobility: the
waypoint tracking of a drone. In this application case, our objective is to use parked vehicles to
support rapid drone navigation in urban scenarios. In our simulated experiments, we use the
simulation model and the waypoint tracking approach from the AR Drone Simulink Development-
Kit V1.15 (39) for use with Maltab. The desired path is made of the road segments Brendan
Rd, Arranmore Rd, Herbert Park Rd and Pembroke Park Rd in Dublin, Ireland (i.e. an urban
environment), and only consider parked cars for practical reasons, as shown in Fig. 8, where the
starting point is the extreme of the path at the bottom of the �gures. Using Google imagery and
the procedure described in Section 3.2.1, 129 parked cars were identi�ed for this path. In addition, a
proper communication protocol between the on-board devices carried by the drone and the parked
cars was considered (e.g., by using a mobile DSRC equipment6) with a communication range of
100 m and σR = 0.2m. Here, the high used communication range (equivalent to a DSRC device
Class B (23)) was motivated by the fact that the LOS between the drone and the parked cars is
potentially less blocked than the LOS between a land vehicle and parked cars (the drone moves at
a higher level than the one of the parked cars).

Figure 8. Common scenario for the non-traditional application cases: left, top-view picture from Google maps of the proposed
path to be followed; right: relative position of identi�ed parked cars (black dots) from Google imagery (top-view and street-view).

5http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/�leexchange/43719-ar-drone-simulink-development-kit-v1-1
6http://www.aradasystems.com/locomate-me-as-the-mobile-dsrc-device-naias/
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A performance index to be analysed is the discrete integral of the tracking error, de�ned as

IT =

N∑
k=1

∥∥∥p(k)pos − w(k)
pos

∥∥∥
2
, (2)

where p
(k)
pos is the (x, y) position of the drone at time instant k, w

(k)
pos is the (x, y) position of the

waypoint to reach at time instant k, and N is the time instant at which the last waypoint is reached.
In addition, the tests consider two levels of accuracy for the positioning error of parked cars (see
Section 6.1): full accuracy (i.e. the ideal case) with σP = 0m, and fair accuracy with σP = 2m.
The setup used for the waypoint tracking is: 54 waypoints at around every 8 m along the chosen

path, and an acceptable radius of proximity rp of 2 m to to validate that a given waypoint has been
reached. Simulation results for the experiments are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Simulation results: MAE, traking error IT (Eq. (2)), and travelling time in the drone application.

Tracking Travelling
MAE [m] error (IT [km]) time [min]

GPS positioning
7.5636 3.2919 4.4590

Location of parked cars Proposed CP approach
Full accuracy, σP = 0m 0.6206 2.2404 3.2186
Fair accuracy, σP = 2m 1.8629 2.3774 3.3995

From in Table 3 it can be observed that the proposed approach delivers a higher performance
regarding the MAE, the waypoint tracking error, and the travelling time with respect to GPS
positioning. These improvements are of special value in drone navigation, due to some important
issues:

• the waypoint tracking is performed by the drone in an autonomous mode (i.e. with no direct
human intervention), and thus a smaller positioning error reduces the probability that the
drone may hit existing obstacles along the travelled path;
• a more accurate location estimation process allows the drone to reduce the drifting around
the recommended path, which in turn reduces the travelling time, which translates into a
better exploitation of the drone's �ight time autonomy.

7. Concluding remarks and future work

Despite the recent advances in the area of localisation techniques for VANETs, there is a shared
consensus that the accuracy of conventional (GNSS-based) CP methods is still not good enough for
many critical ITS applications, and that there is a general need for V2X-based CP approaches (5).
In general, improvements in the performance of CP systems can be achieved not only by designing
new localisation algorithms, but also by improving the accuracy of existing methods. In this paper,
we followed the second strategy, and showed that by using stationary vehicles to increase the density
of highly reliable reference nodes, and by a selection strategy of neighbouring nodes to perform CP
estimation, it is possible to greatly enhance the amount and quality of the sources of contextual
information, which in turn improves the performance of existing CP algorithms. In particular:

(i) Parked cars augment the density of the �xed roadside-like infrastructure, and so more accurate
and reliable contextual (ranging) information is available to moving vehicles. Thus, parked
vehicles have the potential to greatly augment any kind of range-based CP algorithms.

(ii) Incorporating parked vehicles as reference nodes into CP algorithms implies that CP may
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even be possible when other moving vehicles or dedicated infrastructure are not available to
harvest contextual data. This greatly helps not only range-based CP algorithms, but also even
some range-free (connectivity-based) CP algorithms such as hop-counting protocols (4).

(iii) As road-side parked vehicles and vehicle stopped in tra�c are usually in close proximity to
moving cars, communications are expected to be less noisy as the corresponding line-of-sight is
less prone to be blocked, thus mitigating the measurement noise produced by shadowing and
multi-path e�ects, this in turn facilitating LOS localisation protocols and existing estimation
algorithms for CP (4).

(iv) Finally, localised stationary vehicles can help other stationary vehicles with no position infor-
mation to localise themselves. Thus, they also improve CP algorithms for static networks.

One speci�c contribution of this paper, among others, is the evaluation of the use of on-street
parked cars as an alternative to RSUs for CP in VANETs. RSUs are, in general, �xed roadside
stations that act like beacons or anchors depending on the accuracy with which their position is
known (obtained via a dedicated calibration process). Despite the bene�ts of having a large number
of RSUs in the VANETs, their deployment usually requires a complex and expensive process. In
this context, our alternative solution shows to be generally cheaper, easier (no complex calibration
process is required), and more �exible than �xed infrastructure. Further, as the vehicle �eet
refreshes itself after a number of years, technology updates are easier to realise using vehicles as a
platform. Also, the proximity of on-street parked cars reduces the requirements on communication
ranges, which in turn shortens the time required for accurate localisation of unlocalised cars. Finally,
parked cars are dense, thus o�ering a potential platform for autonomous vehicles in urban situations.

Our simulations demonstrate the potential of this technique in several settings. On-going work
involves testing these and related ideas (e.g., a more elaborated selection strategy that takes into
account the geographical distribution of neighbouring nodes), in cooperation with a vehicle manu-
facturer, and using real V2X systems and a real drone.
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